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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Objectives  

The purposes of this study were to find location of containers whose location are 

unknown to system. This study provided locations information of containers. Such

information can assist those maintaining products and keeping from theft.

General statement of wireless sensor network  

A Wireless sensor network (WSN) is comprised of large numbers of autonomous 

sensors which has been developed for use in monitoring environmental and physical 

conditions, such as sound, light, temperature, sound, pressure and others. An algorithm 

for a WSN is implicitly a distributed algorithm. Wireless sensor networks are devised 

originally for military applications. Wireless sensor networks are widely used in many 

fields such as disaster management and civilian application areas.

Positioning Techniques  

There are mainly two algorithms for determining the position of sensors. Range-

based localization algorithms calculate the actual distance between a location-known and 

a location-unknown node. The range-aware algorithms include the convex constraint 

satisfactions method[4], the DV-based approach[14,19], and MDS-MAP. The range-free 

localization does not require the actual distance between a location-unknown node and an 
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anchor node whose location is known. DV-based and MDS-MAP is also included in the 

range-free case.

Nowadays, most of positioning algorithms are relying on one of several forms of 

raw measurements. These measurements are Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI), 

and Time of Arrival (ToA), and Angle of Arrival (AoA).

Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) measure the attenuation in radio 

signal strength between sender and receiver. The power of the radio signal falls off 

exponentially with distance, and the receiver can measure this attenuation for estimating 

the distance to the sender.

Time of Arrival (ToA) is based on the speed of radio wave propagation and the 

measured time it travels between two objects. By using these information, ToA system 

can estimate the distance between sender and receiver. ToA provides high accuracy rate, 

but it needs fast processing capabilities to calculate the timing difference for fine-grained 

measurements.

Angle of Arrival (AoA) techniques allow use of antenna array to measure the 

angle at which a signal arrives. A major disadvantage of AoA technique requires 

hardware [1].  

Hypotheses

Given the above objectives, it was hypothesized:

1. The size of all containers is the same. 

2. The way containers stacked is the same.
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3. All sensors are deployed at the same position on a container

Figure 1. Deployment of sensors on containers
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED WORK

Several localization algorithms have been studied for decades. Many positioning 

techniques use range information, distance information, and anchor nodes of which 

location are known.

Doherty’s [4] convex constraint satisfaction scheme depicts a method for finding 

location of sensor nodes based only on connectivity. Centralized computation is required 

for this method. For better performance of this method, anchor nodes to be placed on the 

outer border, preferable at the corners. 

MDS-MAP [22,21] employs connectivity or local distance measure between 

location-unknown nodes and between location-known node and location-known. 

Therefore, it leads to better results of localization.

RSSI is used by position schemes in two ways. One is for direct mapping and the 

other is for indirect mapping. Sorted RSSI quantization [ ] uses indirect mapping. The 

main difference of other approaches which use indirect mapping is that Sorted RSSI 

quantization employ a particular quantization model to fairly accurate the mapping. The 

notion of this method is analogous to that of image of quantization in image processing 

with the exception of that the quantization is not from incessant RSSI to distinct RSSI.

This method initiate with sorting RSSI reading to acquire a sorted range list. Then, it 
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applies a quantizer on the list to create range estimation. In quantization process, range 

level signifies the range level in a hop.
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CHAPTER III

BASIC FS RSSI MECHANISM

In the range-free localization scheme, a node does not require to know its 

communication range or the real distance between anchor nodes or between an anchor 

node and a location-unknown node. The actual distance with the actual Received Signal 

Strength (RSS) is barely applicable to the real wireless sensor network because the 

Received Signal Strengths varies depending on many different conditions such as 

weather and power of sender This chapter describes the basic mechanism of the Finding 

Strongest RSSI. Range-aware scheme calculates the actual distance and should know its 

distance between anchor nodes or between an anchor node and location-unknown nodes. 

Disadvantage of this scheme is that if two nodes are in the same range but at different 

location, system cannot location the position of node. In addition, it hardly locates nodes

deployed in 3-Dimension because nodes cannot recognize height of objects.

Location of Anchor nodes and minimum Number of Anchor nodes

To find a location of a sensor on containers, two anchor nodes are needed. One, 

called Starting Anchor node, is located at (X, Y, Z): 0, 0, and 0 respectively. The other 

anchor node, called Back Anchor node, is being located at (X, Y, Z): 0, end of Y axis, 0 

respectively. In our project, we find a location of sensor in 3Dimention requiring 3 axes 

in the coordinate: X, Y, and Z. We place 2 anchor and the nodes are located at the bottom 



of left front most and of left back 

location of X axis is 0, location of 

node’s location of X axis is 0, location of Y axis is 3, and location of Z axis is 0.

2 shows where anchor nodes are located

which contain anchor node. 

Figure 2. Deployment of anchor nodes

Distance-power relationship

To apply Finding Strongest

need to know how strong RSSI is.

follows
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and of left back most, colored in green. That is, Front Anc

location of Y axis is 0, and location of Z axis is 0. Back Anchor 

node’s location of X axis is 0, location of Y axis is 3, and location of Z axis is 0.

2 shows where anchor nodes are located. Green color containers represent the containers 

which contain anchor node. 

loyment of anchor nodes

power relationship

Finding Strongest (FS) RSSI technique to locate sensor’s location, we 

need to know how strong RSSI is. Power of Received Signal Strength is computed as 

Pr =  ( PO * d -α  ) * X   (1)  

Front Anchor node’s 

0, and location of Z axis is 0. Back Anchor 

node’s location of X axis is 0, location of Y axis is 3, and location of Z axis is 0. Figure 

Green color containers represent the containers 

RSSI technique to locate sensor’s location, we 

Power of Received Signal Strength is computed as 
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Exponent α is refer is referred to as the distance-power gradient. Alpha α varies 

according to different environments: For free space α = 2 and urban environments, α = 4. 

Variations monitored indoor in is greater than the variation in α monitored outdoors.

X is a signal variation. Figure 3 shows the example of distance-power relationship.                       

Figure 3. Sending mechanism of Sensor

Mechanism of FS RSSI algorism

As the pictures we showed above, we now know that how many anchor nodes we 

need, where the anchor nodes are located, and the relationship of distance-power which is 

calculated by the formula (1). Figure 4 describe the FS RSSI algorism.
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(Location- Known)
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4 meters
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Anchor Node
(Location- Known)

Received Signal 
Strength

P1 = 25



Figure 4. Pseudo code of FS RSSI Algorithm
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Pseudo code of FS RSSI Algorithm for Z axis
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First, each anchor node is initialized with “Is_it_bottom = true” and “Is_it_Found 

= true”. Front Anchor node is initialized with Is_it_Front_node = true, Sending_Node = 

Front Anchor Node ID, meaning that this node will send first, and bottom_node= Front 

Anchor Node ID, it tells what node is at the bottom right now. For Back Anchor Node, it 

is initialized with Is_it_Back_Node = true. Sending node which is Front Anchor Node at 

the first time, send a signal with RSSI information. Every sensor within the range anchor 

node’s signal can reach receives the signal. When a node receives a signal from a sending 

node, every node will calculate logical delay time and wait as much as the delay time. 

After finishing the wait, a node will send a signal with RSSI information before other 

node send sends a signal. If a node send signal, other nodes just save both a sending node 

name and a received node name, and its RSSI information to its own location table.

When a node broadcasts RSSI information, it becomes the Node which has the strongest 

signal. If a node has the strongest received signal strength, location information of X, Y, 

and Z axis is assigned to the node. X axis and Y axis values are the same as the node 

which sent a signal. But Z axis is added to one because a node which has strongest 

received signal strength from a node whose location is found is the sensor on the very 

upper container due to the distance between the lower container and the upper container.

Figure 5 shows how this pseudo code works. After finding a node at (0, 0, 1), it repeat the 

procedure as the Figure 5 till it finds nodes in wrong location. 



Figure 5. Picture of FS RSSI Algorithm for Z axis
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. Picture of FS RSSI Algorithm for Z axis



Figure 6. Pseudo code of 

Figure 6 shows that how to check a node with wrong location and correct the 

wrong location. First, when axis of Z is equal or greater than 3, the strongest node will 

compare RSSI which received from a node

received from a node axis Z

compare RSSI that received from 

(0, 0, 1). If sending node’s RSSI is stronger than th
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Pseudo code of finding nodes has wrong location information

that how to check a node with wrong location and correct the 

hen axis of Z is equal or greater than 3, the strongest node will 

compare RSSI which received from a node at which is Z-3 to sending node’s RSSI which 

received from a node axis Z-3. For example, in figure 7, a node whose location is (0, 0, 4) 

compare RSSI that received from a node (0, 0, 1) to RSSI of sending node (0, 0, 3) from 

(0, 0, 1). If sending node’s RSSI is stronger than the strongest node, we assume that the 

wrong location information

that how to check a node with wrong location and correct the 

hen axis of Z is equal or greater than 3, the strongest node will 

ding node’s RSSI which 

, in figure 7, a node whose location is (0, 0, 4) 

a node (0, 0, 1) to RSSI of sending node (0, 0, 3) from 

e strongest node, we assume that the 



strongest node is at right location. However, in this case, the strongest node has greater 

RSSI than the sending node. So, we make “Is_it_found “ of both the sending node (0, 0, 

3) and the strongest (0, 0, 4) 

Figure 7. Picture of find
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strongest node is at right location. However, in this case, the strongest node has greater 

RSSI than the sending node. So, we make “Is_it_found “ of both the sending node (0, 0, 

3) and the strongest (0, 0, 4) false and make next sending node be a bottom node. 

finding nodes with wrong location

strongest node is at right location. However, in this case, the strongest node has greater 

RSSI than the sending node. So, we make “Is_it_found “ of both the sending node (0, 0, 

make next sending node be a bottom node. 



Figure 8. Pseudo code of FS RSSI Algorithm for 

After finding nodes with wrong location, bottom sensor will send a signal again. 

Every node within a range that a signal can reach receives a signal as second time. When 

a node receive signal from the same bottom node second time, this signal is for finding a 

node in next Y axis.  As figure 7 shown, when the bottom node (0, 0 , 0) send

strongest node is the node in (0, 1, 0) according to RSSI.  
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Pseudo code of FS RSSI Algorithm for Y axis

finding nodes with wrong location, bottom sensor will send a signal again. 

Every node within a range that a signal can reach receives a signal as second time. When 

a node receive signal from the same bottom node second time, this signal is for finding a 

node in next Y axis.  As figure 7 shown, when the bottom node (0, 0 , 0) send

strongest node is the node in (0, 1, 0) according to RSSI.  

finding nodes with wrong location, bottom sensor will send a signal again. 

Every node within a range that a signal can reach receives a signal as second time. When 

a node receive signal from the same bottom node second time, this signal is for finding a 

node in next Y axis.  As figure 7 shown, when the bottom node (0, 0 , 0) send a signal, a 



Figure 9. Pseudo code of FS RSSI Algorithm for X axis

When Back Anchor node send a signal first time, the node where the node is 

upper receive the strongest RSSI from Back Anchor

Anchor node send a signal twice, the node will respond is the node located

axis as figure 10 shown.
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Pseudo code of FS RSSI Algorithm for X axis

When Back Anchor node send a signal first time, the node where the node is 

upper receive the strongest RSSI from Back Anchor node. However, when Back 

Anchor node send a signal twice, the node will respond is the node located

axis as figure 10 shown.

When Back Anchor node send a signal first time, the node where the node is 

node. However, when Back 

Anchor node send a signal twice, the node will respond is the node located on next X 



Figure 10. Picture of finding a node in the next X axis

After we find a node in next X axis that has odd number in X axis, has a 

subtle different way to find location. A major difference between a column in even 

number of X axis and a column in odd number of X axis is to add 1 to Y axis when a 

node in even number of X axis or to minus 1   to Y axis when a node in odd number 

of X axis. Figure 11 show the way to find Y

0), the first signal of this node is for a node in Y axis and the second for X axis. This 

whole FS algorithm repeats till finding entire nodes. 
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Picture of finding a node in the next X axis

After we find a node in next X axis that has odd number in X axis, has a 

subtle different way to find location. A major difference between a column in even 

number of X axis and a column in odd number of X axis is to add 1 to Y axis when a 

er of X axis or to minus 1   to Y axis when a node in odd number 

Figure 11 show the way to find Y axis. Besides, when a node become 

0), the first signal of this node is for a node in Y axis and the second for X axis. This 

hm repeats till finding entire nodes. 

After we find a node in next X axis that has odd number in X axis, has a 

subtle different way to find location. A major difference between a column in even 

number of X axis and a column in odd number of X axis is to add 1 to Y axis when a 

er of X axis or to minus 1   to Y axis when a node in odd number 

Besides, when a node become (X, 0, 

0), the first signal of this node is for a node in Y axis and the second for X axis. This 



Figure 11. Pseudo code 

Figure 12.  Picture of nodes after finishing nodes at the second column 
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Pseudo code of FS Algorithm for Y axis in odd number of X axis

.  Picture of nodes after finishing nodes at the second column 

FS Algorithm for Y axis in odd number of X axis

.  Picture of nodes after finishing nodes at the second column 
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CHAPTER IV

EXPERIMENT

This chapter presents validation of our algorithm we proposed. We have 

simulated FS RSSI algorithm in computer programming in JAVA due to the fact 

TOSSIM which is simulator for wireless sensor does not support 3Dimension. 

Environment of experiment

Figure 1 shows a deployment of sensors on containers. Our experiment was not 

conducted with real environment. We simulated FS RSSI algorithm as if a real 

environment. We created containers 23, 33, 43, 53, 63, 73, 83, 93, and 103 which are 

composed of 2 to 10 in each X, Y and Z respectively. There are a few sizes of containers. 

We selected a container whose length is 6m, whose width 2.4m, and whose height is 

2.4m. There is 1m gab between columns of container as you can see the figure 1. We 

assigned node ID to all sensors, deployed nodes, and assigned all distances between 

nodes relatively after calculating because nodes are required to know RSSI.

Evaluation

We have conducted experiments by giving different X, an error rate in path loss 

model for calculating RSSI. We first tested with X = 1.0, X = 1.1, X = 1.2, X = 1.3 and X 

= 1.4. Each value of X shows different results. We made result graphs according to the 
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Total number of location corrected nodes, of messages sent, of nodes in right location, 

and of delayed time.

Figure 13. Result Graph of Total number of location corrected nodes

Figure 14. Result Graph of Total delayed time
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Figure 15. Result Graph of Total number of node with right position

Figure 16. Result Graph of Total number of messages sent
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this thesis, we proposed FS RSSI, a localization algorithm to find a location of 

nodes on containers in 3Dimension. The simulation results shows effectiveness of FS 

RSSI algorithms and it shows that we are not required to use absolute value of Received 

Signal Strength. We focused on finding location of containers as well as on minimizing 

the number of anchor nodes and messages sent. 

For the future work we plan to implement FS RSSI algorithm to real sensor which

is more reliable and apply the algorithm to different environments which containers are 

not well stacked and not arranged well. 
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